NOTES:
S = Spin Check
C = May Climb
U = Unjam Guns
F = Plus 1 fire roll
R = May Reload
or may perform a
Restricted move
next turn
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Fokker Dr.1 / Sopwith Triplane (Revised AMS)
Fokker Dr.1: Sb=C, Alt=H, Eng=6, Wng=18, Fus=19, Tal=5, Gun=2F, Climb=4, Dive=4
Sopwith Triplane: Sb=A, A=VH, Eng=6, Wng=23, Fus=18, Tal=4, Gun=1F or 2F, Climb=3, Dive=4
Only a few Sopwith Triplanes (late production) had 2F

Pfalz DIIIa (Revised AMS)